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iPod: The Missing ManualO'Reilly, 2009
With the new Shuffle, the Nano, the Classic, and the Touch, Apple's gotten the world hooked on portable music, pictures, videos--and the iPod. One thing they haven't delivered, though, is an easy guide for getting the most from this sleek entertainment center. Enter iPod: The Missing Manual, 8th Edition--a book as breathtaking, satisfying,...
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Fearless Flash: Use Adobe InDesign CS5 and the Tools You Already Know to Create Engaging Web DocumentsAdobe Press, 2010

	InDesign CS5 opens the door to a new world: with the addition of exciting animation tools and deeper multimedia support. It's now a viable interactive authoring tool. Designers want to create engaging interactive content, but may resist making the transition from page layout to timeline-based thinking. But now it's much easier:...
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Murach's C# 2010Mike Murach & Associates, 2010

	This is the 2010 edition of Murach's best-selling C# book on developing Windows Forms applications. Here's what developers have said about earlier editions:


	"I have to tell you that your C# book is far and away the best resource I have seen to date. It really does do what the learner needs. It is simple,...
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Learn Objective-C on the Mac: For OS X and iOS (Learn Apress)Apress, 2012


	Welcome to Learn Objective-C on the Mac! This book is designed to teach you the basics of the

	Objective-C language. Objective-C is a superset of C and is the language used by many (if not

	most) applications that have a true OS X or iOS look and feel.

	In addition to presenting Objective-C, this book introduces you to its companion,...
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Real-World SQL-DMO for SQL ServerApress, 2002

	Using clear language the authors hope to take developers to another level in administering their SQL Server. In this text Allan Mitchell and Mark Allison show developers how to create tools which will let them do their jobs easier and faster. SQL-DMO is a feature rich library that can be manipulated to do things that simply are not possible...
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HTML, CSS & JavaScript Web Publishing in One Hour a Day, Sams Teach Yourself: Covering HTML5, CSS3, and jQuery (7th Edition)Sams Publishing, 2016

	


	Thoroughly revised and updated with examples rewritten to conform to HTML5, CSS3, and contemporary web development practices, this easy-to-understand, step-by-step tutorial helps you quickly master the basics of HTML and CSS before moving on to more advanced topics such as graphics, video, and interactivity with...
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Post-Silicon Validation and DebugSpringer, 2018

	
		This book provides a comprehensive coverage of System-on-Chip (SoC) post-silicon validation and debug challenges and state-of-the-art solutions with contributions from SoC designers, academic researchers as well as SoC verification experts.  The readers will get a clear understanding of the existing debug infrastructure and how...
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Information Assurance and Security Ethics in Complex Systems: Interdisciplinary PerspectivesIGI Global, 2010

	Often computers are viewed as machines that run algorithms. This view of computers covers a vast range of devices, from simple computers that perform limited and specific computations (for example, a computer found in a wristwatch) to supercomputers, which are groups of computers linked together in homogeneous and heterogeneous clusters and...
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Why We Are Restless: On the Modern Quest for Contentment (New Forum Books, 65)Princeton Press, 2021

	
		A compelling exploration of how our pursuit of happiness makes us unhappy

		

		We live in an age of unprecedented prosperity, yet everywhere we see signs that our pursuit of happiness has proven fruitless. Dissatisfied, we seek change for the sake of change?even if it means undermining the foundations of our...
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SQL HacksO'Reilly, 2006
 Whether you're running Access, MySQL, SQL Server, Oracle, or PostgreSQL, this book will help you push the limits of traditional SQL to squeeze data effectively from your database. The book offers 100 hacks -- unique tips and tools -- that bring you the knowledge of experts who apply what they know in the real world to help you...
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Thinking in Java (2nd Edition)Pearson Education, 2000
Perfect for migrating to Java from a fellow object-oriented language  (such as C++), the second edition of Thinking in Java continues the  earlier version's thoughtful approach to learning Java inside and out, while  also bringing it up to speed with some of the latest in Java 2 features. This  massive tutorial covers many of the nooks and...
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Coding for Wireless Channels (Information Technology: Transmission, Processing and Storage)Springer, 2005
Coding for Wireless Channels is an accessible introduction to the theoretical foundations of modern coding theory, with applications to wireless transmission systems. State-of-the-art coding theory is explained using soft (maximum-likelihood) decoding rather than algebraic decoding. Convolutional codes, trellis-coded modulation,...
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